
The aftermath of the global credit crisis left interest rates and 
bond yields close to the lowest levels in recorded history in 
many countries across the developed world (Figure 1). Indeed, 
the yield on cash and government bonds in some markets 
even dipped below the rate of inflation. Traditionally ‘riskier’ 
corporate bond yields have also fallen considerably, having 
been dragged down by government bond yields, while spreads 
have been compressed further in investors’ scramble for yield. 
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Unfortunately, there does not appear to be a single ‘magic 
bullet’ replacement for the multi-faceted solution bonds 
have delivered in recent years. As a result, we believe 
investors need to build portfolios to meet their specific 
needs and accept that these probably will not come with 
the free added extras many bondholders have become 
used to over the past 30 years. This article will try to outline 
the main reasons why institutions hold bonds as a key part 
of their portfolio, and provide a framework for how they 
can both assess their requirements and meet them in the 
changed circumstances in which they now find themselves.

New conditions demand new approaches
We are faced with very different economic and market 
conditions to those before the crisis. Investors broadly 
accept that future returns in developed bond markets are 
likely to be below historical averages, yet their fundamental 
requirements have not necessarily changed much: real 
returns are still needed, liability payments have still to 
be met, incomes must still be supported. Unfortunately, 
given today’s starting point, a traditional bond portfolio 
anchored to a typical market index is unlikely to meet these 

requirements, even over the long run. To misquote Einstein, 
to persist with the same old strategies in a dramatically 
changed environment and expect the same results is, if not 
insane, certainly irrational.

So, in addition to the well-rehearsed drawbacks of using 
traditional fixed income benchmarks, the whole asset 
class is in a particularly vulnerable position. While active 
management can mitigate some of these problems 
by diversifying away from the benchmark, the index-
anchoring restrictions in most mandates still serve to limit 
the benefits. The basic strategies bond managers have 
historically used in the context of a benchmark-related 
portfolio are duration, credit, interest rate curve and 
currency management. Many of these strategies have 
been highly correlated with the markets themselves, with 
rewards being available simply for being there. But this is 
changing. Trends may not exactly reverse, but will likely 
become less clear, thus providing good opportunities 
for active managers – at least those with courage and 
conviction – to differentiate themselves. We believe 
institutional investors will need to be commensurately bold.

Figure 1: Falling interest rates have given bond investors a 30-year tailwind
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Source: Robert Shiller long-term interest rate from 1871 to 1961. Federal Reserve 10-year constant maturity series from 1962 to 2013. As of 31 December 2013.
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1. Looser constraints
We would encourage those who still need to retain 
bond beta exposures and market index benchmarks to 
loosen their mandate restrictions. This will give the active 
manager(s) the room to exploit the market opportunities 
more readily and protect portfolios against pitfalls. In order 
to underline their commitment to increased flexibility, 
many investors could also add a secondary objective for the 
manager or managers, such as aiming for real returns, or a 
certain level of income generation.

2. Focused beta
Some objectives may be fulfilled simply by focusing on a 
distinct subset of the broader asset class, more targeted 
towards the required outcome. By making allocations to 
emerging market debt or high yield, for example, bond 
exposures can be decided at a strategic level, rather than 
at the manager’s more tactical level. This implies a belief in 
the chosen asset sub-class beta to deliver a certain risk-
return profile. In these cases, a suitable market-related 
benchmark will still normally be used. 

3. Outcome-oriented
Where it is possible to drop the market benchmark entirely, 
the use of outcome-oriented investment targets could 
be considered. By this we mean specific fundamental 
targets, such as the delivery of a specified percentage 
income per annum, or a return above a cash rate such 
as LIBOR. Having such a target leaves nowhere to ‘hide’, 
and therefore a clearer link between the objective and the 
solution. From the manager’s perspective, not having to 
manage volatility in a benchmark-relative manner should 
open up more opportunities to meet these fundamental 
investment targets.

What will these bond portfolios look like?
In the table below (Figure 3) we compare the key features 
of a traditional fixed income portfolio with some less 
constrained approaches. Moving from left to right, we 
start with a typical benchmark-relative core portfolio, then 
through a focused approach to one where the constraints 
are loosened while keeping the benchmark in place, and 
finally two versions of outcome-oriented strategies, where 
the market benchmark is dropped entirely and the focus 
switched to an absolute return or volatility target.

The opportunity costs of being early are very low from this 
starting point (yields cannot fall much further). The risk 
of being late (in other words, staying in index-anchored 
treasuries when yields start to rise) could be significant. We 
think that this is no time for complacency.

Understanding the rationale for bond investing
The first step in our framework for action is for investors 
to consider why they hold bonds in the first place. We 
outline the most likely reasons below (Figure 2) in broad 
terms, along with our suggestions for the most important 
objectives for different types of investor.

This table is not exhaustive, and different investors even 
within the same category may have widely differing 
objectives. However, we believe it provides a framework 
to help them consider their objectives on a case-by-case 
basis. Of course, while investors may have had specific 
requirements from their bond portfolios in two or three of 
the categories in Figure 2, their recent experience of the long 
bull run in bonds is likely to prompt almost every investor to 
tick almost every box. Bond beta has come with a lot of free 
added extras. We believe this is unlikely to continue.

In the absence of a sustainably attractive duration beta 
(interest rates can’t fall any further), investors must find 
new ways to meet their needs without giving up too many 
of the additional benefits they have enjoyed up to now. 
Of course, in some cases, regulation may compel them to 
continue investing in traditional bond portfolios. But for 
those investors who can embrace wider opportunities, 
other solutions may look a lot more attractive.

This need not represent an investment revolution: the next 
steps should be seen more as an evolution. Some investors 
may not need to move far from the old certainties of bond 
beta, retaining a link to the benchmark and merely loosening 
the constraints a little. The slightly more adventurous may 
want to narrow their focus on one area of the market such 
as, say, emerging market bonds. Finally, for those ready to 
travel the whole distance, a more satisfactory approach may 
be to ditch the benchmark altogether and focus solely on 
outcomes. Not all investors can or will want to take this path 
in its entirety. Equally, some may want to adopt more than 
one approach. So what are the options?

Figure 2: Different types of investor have different reasons for investing in bonds

Investment objective
Type of investor

Central Banks SWFs DB DC Insurer Retail

Income 
Capital preservation    
Absolute returns  
Diversification    
Liability-matching   
Liquidity    
Inflation hedge   

 
Source: Schroders, for illustration purposes only. SWFs = Sovereign Wealth funds, DB = Defined Benefit, DC = Defined Contribution
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Figure 3: The evolution of bond mandate

Strategy type
Traditional 
benchmark-relative Focused beta Looser constraints Outcome-oriented

Return sources Benchmark return 
+ relative return 
sought from directly 
related alpha 
sources

Bond sub-sector 
benchmark return 
+ relative return 
sought from related 
alpha sources

Total return from 
alpha sources 
generally associated 
with benchmark 
assets

Absolute return sought from wide range  
of alpha sources

Holdings Forced to invest 
in benchmark-like 
assets, even in areas 
seen as unattractive

Benchmark-like 
assets to capture 
the intended 
characteristics

Investment in best 
ideas which may 
or may not include 
benchmark assets

Often in cash or cash-like assets, with 
highly active derivatives overlay

Liquidity profile Liquidity profile 
varies. Will hold less 
liquid securities 
determined by 
benchmark

Liquidity profile 
varies. Will hold 
less liquid securities 
if significant in 
benchmark

Liquidity profile 
depends on 
investment focus. 
More derivative use 
than benchmark-
relative strategies

Liquidity often paramount. Cash managed 
conservatively; derivatives used to generate 
returns

Sensitivity to 
capital loss

Low, in absolute 
terms: focus on 
generating index 
outperformance

Low, in absolute 
terms: focus on 
generating index 
outperformance 

Medium: focus 
both on index 
outperformance & 
high total return, 
while avoiding 
absolute losses

High: focus on generation of consistently 
high absolute return (often per unit of risk)

Performance 
measurement 
period

Rolling 3-year 
periods

Rolling 3-year 
periods

3–5 years 1 year or shorter

Example return 
targets

Index +0.5–1.5% pa Index +1–2% pa Index +4–5% pa Cash +3–4% pa 8% vol; 
Sharpe  
Ratio >1

Typical benchmark Domestic 
government bond 
index

Example: JPMorgan 
EMBI Global 
Diversified Index 

Example: Barclays 
Capital Global 
Aggregate Index 

3-month LIBOR N/A

Tracking error Low to medium Low to medium High N/A Volatility target

Portfolio 
experience driven 
by (approx.):

Index 80%, 
investment strategy 
20%

Index 80%, 
investment strategy 
20%

Index 50%, 
investment strategy 
50%

Investment strategy 
100%

Investment strategy 
100%

Source: Schroders, for illustration only.

The type of constraints embedded in mandates varies 
significantly, mostly reflecting the strategies the investor 
expects the manager to use in pursuit of return generation 
or risk mitigation. Active bond managers typically use 
a variety of strategies to meet their goals in varying 
economic environments.

By giving active managers far more freedom, either by 
loosening the constraints on broad beta portfolios or 
moving to outcome-oriented solutions, the investor clearly 
does not close the door on disappointment. Managing such 
bond portfolios often involves different skills and outlook 
to traditional bond investing. Also the definition of risk is 
changed, from index underperformance to absolute loss 
of capital, for example. Fortunately, in the fixed income 
world, the tools exist to permit managers a great deal 
of flexibility in portfolio construction. Moreover, the new 
environment is highly conducive to alpha generation. 

Economic uncertainty and precariousness, coupled with the 
divergence between developed and emerging markets, is 
likely to lead to more volatility in most of the components 
involved in managing fixed income. Volatility produces 
risk, risk produces mispricing, and mispricing, correctly 
identified and exploited, produces alpha.

Loosening the constraints on the mandate, either retaining 
some ties to the benchmark or by cutting them completely, 
will place more emphasis on these alpha strategies. This 
increases the importance of the manager selection process 
compared with traditional portfolios. Where more focused 
bond beta is adopted, for example emerging markets debt 
or inflation-linked bonds, similar alpha strategies may be 
used to add value or mitigate risk, but with less leeway to 
drift from the selected benchmark.
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Governance implications 
In deciding which strategy is most suitable, a further 
consideration must be given to the investor’s governance 
capacity, i.e. the time, resources and expertise they have 
available for oversight. Clearly the different solutions have 
varying governance demands, in terms of determining 
the most suitable approach, understanding the required 
strategies, identifying a suitable manager, and monitoring 
the investment (Figure 4).

Risk management
Given the enhanced role of the active manager in less 
constrained and outcome-oriented strategies, a robust 
approach to risk management is required. From an 
institutional investor’s point of view, the key considerations 
in designing such a mandate include:

1. Clear and consistent communication of the portfolio 
objectives and tolerances.

2. Guidelines commensurate with these objectives, agreed 
to by all concerned parties at the outset.

3. Implementation of a suitable portfolio monitoring 
process, taking into account the risk and return 
objectives, and using a relevant time horizon.

4. A willingness to permit risk-taking by the manager 
during volatile times, coupled with a readiness to stay 
neutral when the opportunities are scarce or marginal.

From the asset manager’s perspective, the move from 
traditional portfolios to outcome-oriented portfolios entails, 
in addition to the above, the following adjustments to the 
risk management approach:

1. An understanding of the intended risk of each position, 
and how it interacts with the aggregate of the other 
portfolio positions.

2. Closer detailed monitoring of each position’s actual 
contribution to return and risk (monthly, daily and even 
intra-day).

3. Clear limits and guidelines to be set for each alpha 
strategy consistent with required compliance rules, 
alpha generation and volatility characteristics objectives.

4. Availability and understanding of the broadest possible 
range of investment instruments for implementation.

5. Integration with portfolio construction, allowing pre-
trade analysis and scenario testing.

6. Full transparency of risk exposures and attribution.

Conclusion
Investors have benefited greatly from a long-term tailwind from bonds and, in particular, the duration risk premium 
attached to them. A standard, long-only, market-benchmarked, global fixed income portfolio has delivered good 
real returns with relatively benign volatility, together with attractive yields and liquidity characteristics, in a form 
which has provided effective diversification from riskier, return-seeking assets. This cannot be reasonably expected 
to continue, especially after the seismic structural changes of the past five years. Indeed, we do not think it would 
be prudent for index-anchored bondholders to continue with the strategy, even though it has worked well for 
a generation. Much has been written and spoken about this problem, and many potential solutions have been 
suggested. We think it unlikely that a single strategy will be the solution for all investors’ diverse objectives and 
have therefore devised a framework to assist them in their deliberations.

Ultimately, we believe that investors have three core solutions to choose from: loosen traditional constraints, focus 
on relatively attractive subsectors, and/or drop the index benchmark altogether. Such solutions do not have to be 
considered in isolation; depending on governance levels, we believe that bespoke combinations of these generic 
solutions can be assembled. Used like this, they can help investors get what they need from their bond investments 
for several more decades. Certainly, overcoming the ‘analysis paralysis’ from which many are currently suffering 
will take time, resources and conviction. But we believe that acceptable solutions are achievable for investors of all 
governance levels – they just need to act now, preferably using a systematic framework for action. This is no time  
for complacency.

Figure 4: Governance implications of broader bond portfolios

Traditional  
benchmark- relative Focused beta Looser constraints Outcome- oriented

Asset allocation Low Very High Low Average

Monitoring complexity Low Average Average High

Source: Schroders, for illustration only
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